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Industry Snippets
India slashes duties on 3,142 goods
The Government slashed import duties on 3,142
items from six countries in the Asia-Pacific region,
days after Beijing did it for more than 8,500 items.
The reduction in tariffs by India and China is part of
their commitments to liberalize trade further through
the Asia-Pacific Trade Agreement (APTA) and will
come into effect on July 1, 2018.

HPCL may use mix of shares, cash & oil bonds
to buy MRPL
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL)
may use a mix of shares, cash and oil bonds to pay
for acquiring and merging Mangalore Refinery and
Petrochemicals Ltd (MRPL) with itself.

Saudi Aramco’s $2-trillion Zombie public
offering
It was the moment Saudi Arabia’s reforming
young prince told the world he meant business. In
early 2016, Mohammed bin Salman said he planned
to sell shares in the kingdom’s crown jewel:
Saudi Aramco, the giant energy company that
produces 10% of the world’s oil and finances the
Saudi State.

IOC to invest Rs.120 bn in Haldia refinery,
pipeline infra
Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) would invest Rs.120 billion
in the Haldia refinery and pipeline infrastructure in West
Bengal, a company official said. Haldia refinery’s capacity
would be increased from 7.5 mmtpa to 8 mmtpa, and will
undertake transition to BS-VI compliant fuel by April 2020.

Borealis to acquire the Austrian recycling company
Ecoplast Kunststoff recycling, the Austrian petrochemical
and plastics producer said.Ecoplast treats around 35,000
mt/year of post-consumer and post-industrial plastic
waste in order to producer recycled LDPE and recycled
HDPE, the majority of which is used for plastic film.

Trump administration’s latest round of
proposed tariffs on Chinese goods
It includes a long string of petrochemicals, both raw
materials and items made from plastic. The list of $200
billion in Chinese goods disclosed this week would be
subject to a 10% tariff if implemented amid growing
trade tensions between the US and China. Recently, the
US implemented $34 billion in tariffs on Chinese goods,
and China retaliated with the same value of taxes on US
imports, largely agricultural crops and automobiles.

Commentary
for the month
Last few months were quite uncertain and one could
not predict the short term future with reasonable
confidence. The things top most in mind were
rising crude prices, North Korea-US conflict, UsChina trade wars and low GDP growth across most
developing nations and ban on single use plastics
in Maharashtra. These seems to be settling down
and future is becoming more predictable.
Crude oil prices are more or less settled in the
higher orbit of $70 and around. North Korea threats
are almost vanished from the daily news, US –China
trade wars have started but impact doesn’t seem
to be dramatic and is not a breaking news and
growth prospects are brightening up. Maharashtra
public and plastic producers are adjusting to ban
on single use plastics and discussions are now
revolving around EPR and circular economy rather
than wasting energy on getting bans revoked.
Overall good for the environment.
There seems to be optimism in the atmosphere.
India’s GDP growth is projected to be 7.3-7.5%

and IMF is even predicting India to be growth
engine for the world in coming decades. Stock
market is at historic peak with Sensex having
touched life time high at 38000. New paradigms
are emerging every day and one has to look
beyond business to understand environment.
Apple’s Mkt cap crossed US $ 1.0 Trn. China is
busy with BRI- Belt and Road initiative and rest
of the world is trying to understand what it is?,
Saudi Arabia’s Sovereign wealth fund has taken
a US $ 2 Bn stake in Tesla. There is a paradox.
Saudi economy is basically based on oil. Tesla’s
invention is aimed at eliminating oil consumption.
Incidentally Tesla is likely to be cash positive this
year after 15 years of efforts.
Amidst all these developments, India low per
capita plastic consumptions, infrastructure build
up, Massive urbanization, maturing modern retail
will all lead to consumption growth and the industry
should be focused on capacity built up to reduce
dependence on imports.
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Member Companies in the News
Reliance Ind Ltd: In order to boost its investment in
telecom and retail units, Reliance Industries is in talks
with banks to raise up to US$2.5 billion in loans from
overseas markets.Reliance is negotiating with more
than a dozen banks to arrange the loans in single
or multiple tranches as it rolls out an optical-fiber
network and sets up more retail stores, Economic
Times reports.
Gujarat State Fertilizers and Chemicals: GSFC
posted a 75 per cent increase in its standalone net
profit at Rs 70.74 crore during the first quarter of the
2018-19 fiscal on strong sales.
HMEL: Fitch ratings affirmed HPCL-Mittal Energy’s
(HMEL) long-term issuer default rating (DR) at “BB”,
stating it did not expect HMEL’s parent, Oil and
Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) or the government
would ultimately provide support to HMEL. The rating
agency maintained a stable outdoor on HMEL.

Trade Statistics- Key Products
Sr.
No.

2017-18

Product

Imports (KT)

NN

NN

RCEP / FTAs: Comprehensive Comments
were provided on petrochemical products
with rationale to keep them in Exclusion list
supported with data on capacities, import,
export etc. Meetings also held with DCPC,
DOC, CII etc. with our submissions to note the
petrochemical industry concerns.
MOEF & CC: Several meetings held with senior
officials on initiatives being undertaken by the
industry with respect to plastics recycling. Also
highlighted concerns on the industry by the
ban in different states.
CII: CPMA participated in the 1st Meeting of
CII committee on chemicals & petrochemicals.
Secy DCPC addressed the meeting and
sought action plan bringing out issues
concerning the industry.

Imports (KT)

Exports (KT)

PVC

1861

20

313

3

2

LLDPE+HDPE

1418

435

204

112

3

PP

939

552

149

120

4

SM

789

5

145

2

5

PTA

408

212

106

9

6

MEG

931

137

98

85

7

EDC

713

45

90

6

8

VCM

398

0

68

0

9

LDPE

465

108

57

41

10

ABS

82

0.3

16

0.1

11

PS

50

69

5

10

12

SAN

7

1

1

0

13

EPS

3

3

0

1
Source: DGFT

Key Economic Indicators
UoM

May
End

June
End

July
End

Forex Reserves

US $ Bn

415.1

407.8

405.1

Exchange rates

1 US$

67.4

68.5

68.5

1 Euro

78.7

80.1

80.2

100 Jap Yen

62.2

61.9

61.2

1 Pound Sterling

89.6

90.4

90.0

%age Prev month end

N.A

N.A

N.A.

IIP
WTI Crude Oil

US$/MT

67.04

74.27

68.76

Naphtha C&F SEA

US$/MT

664

635

653

C2 C&F SEA

UD$/MT

1220

1260

1250

C3 C&F SEA

US$/MT

1,010

980

990

Note: IIP for May has still not been announced * Revised by MoSPI
info@custage.com
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BIS-Industry interaction: CPMA with all
polymer producers participated in the meeting
with DG informing Association’s efforts in the
formulation of standards.

Exports (KT)

1

Government Communications
and Interactions
NN

2018-19 (Apr-May)

Upcoming
Events
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